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AaHHR Hay4HOrO ~OHAa BCeX MaTepHanoa, CBR3aHH~X CO CBRT~M. 

Ha 3aKn~4HTenbHOM 3aCeAaHHH 6~nH o6cy*AeH~ H npHHRT~ peweHHR. Y4aCTHH 
KH a~pa3HnH cao~ 6naroAapHOCTb 6onrapcKHM opraHH3aTopaM 3a xopowy~ opraHH-
3a~H~ KOH~epeH~HH H OC060e YAOBOnbCTBHe 0 TOM, 4TO OHa COCTORnaCb BO BXAOX 
HOBnR~eH o6CTaHOBKe P~nbCKOrO MOHaCT~pR. 0HH TaK*e npH3HanH KOH~epeH~H~
AOCTOHH~M B0306HosneHHeM nepsoHa4anbHOH HHH~HaTHB~ OraHocKoro rocyAapcTae~ 
HOrO YHHBepCHTeTa no paCKp~TH~ cnaBRHCKOrO pyKOnHCHOrO HacneAHR H Ba*H~M 
BKnaAOM B Me*AyHapOAHOe COTPYAHH4eCTBO, KOTopoe Heo6XOAHMO paCWHPHTb. 0HH, 
HaKOHe~, npHHRnH npeAnO*eHHe ~EAEPA opraHH30BaTb TpeTb~ KOH~epeH~H~ B HeH
MereHe/fonnaHAHH c l. no 3. ceHTR6pR 1987 r. 

25-28 SEPTEMBER 1984: SOFIA 
SESSION OF THE TERMINOLOGY GROUP 

OF THE CIBAL COMMISSION ON MANUSCRIPTS 
WILLIAM R. VEDER 

The Commission on manuscripts, after two sessions (Sofia 1979 and 1982; cf. 
non~T~ K~HHronHGbH~~ 8:88-89 and H:62-65J, decided to make an earnest ef
fort to overcome the most serious difficulty in the realization of its am
bitious catalog project - the essential disharmony of descriptive termino
logy in the various languages and scientific traditions - by constituting 
a special Terminology Group which now met for the first time. Its task was 
to examine the basic framework for description within the projected Cata
logue of Narrative Monuments on the History and Culture of the Balkan Peo
ple, the model published in noescription et catalogage des manuscrits medi 
evaux11 Sofia 1984:9-14 (in French), 15-20 (in Russian), to give as exact
as possible a definition of problems, and to provide means for their solu
tion. Since the formal decisions taken at the meeting have been published 
in full in the lnformacionen bjuletin CIBAL 8(1984);37-41 (I have not seen 
its usual French main version) together with a list of all participants, I 
can restrict myself to a short overview of the main issues. 

The model for the description proved to be too tight to the mind of 

many participants, but the Commission on Manuscripts had decided, at its 

second session, to adopt a short form, so no one was eager to bear respon

sibility for a larger model that could take much more time to fill in with 

relevant data. A few adjustments here and there were quickly agreed upon 

and the global model adopted. 

The next step had to be a test of the contents of the individual ru

brics of the description model. All rubrics passed the test, albeit with 

some discussion of CIBAL's requirement that the cataloguing languages in 

the final version should be French and Russian (is that really necessary 

for such pedestrian data as country and place names?), except four: 

(1) Dating: it appeared that codicologists and palaeographers reckon time 

in princip~e in centuries; years are a strictly secondary refinement. 

82 Thus, any attempt at expressing dates as the distance between years 



appeared to be pointless. Instead of using a single dating system to 

express both exact dates (1296) and stricter or laxer approximations 

(1275-1300 or 1250-1350), the catalogue will show in principle centu

ries (XIII or XI I I-XIV), where given complemented by the indication of 

an exact date (1296). 
(2) Origin: Here, too, it appeared that codicologists and palaeographers 

think in different, usually wider, terms than modern geographers and 

politicians. Only, here it is much more difficult to find a terminolo

gy, equivalent to centuries in chronology. that would be widely accep! 

able. The issue which is particularly acute in manuscripts that can be 

localized on either side of a modern border (e.g. between Bulgaria and 

Greece or Yugoslavia, or between Romania and Moldavia and/or the Ukral 

ne), was for the time being deferred. lt is sure to emerge again. 

(3) Watermark nomenclature: verbalization of the figurative elements in wa 

termarks appeared to vary considerably; the correspondence lists in 

the reedition of Briquet solve only a small part of the difficulties. 

Colleague AMOSOV (Leningrad) was appointed to lead a team to draw up 

a comprehensive 1 ist in French and Russian. 

(4) Contents: This rubric was the main stumbling block. VEDER's suggestion 

to supplant verbalization by a complete 1 isting of titles and initia 

was not in keeping with the idea of a short catalogue. THOMSON's writ

ten suggestion to orient the description of the contents on the Latin 

standard of the Clavis Patrum Graecorum stranded on the general lack 

of Latin. A thesaurus principle was envisaged, and the work to develop 

it was entrusted to a number of teams: colleague A.E.NAUMOW (Krak6w) 

was to lead the work on the descriptive terminology of manuscripts 

with mainly Biblical texts (cf. the resulting proposal in non~T~ K~HH

ronHCbH~~ At·et:4-7), S.KOZUHAROV (Sofia) that of manuscripts with 

mainly 1 iturgical texts, K.IVANOVA (Sofia) that of manuscripts with 

mainly hagiographico-homiletical, patristic and edificational texts, 

O.A.Knjazevskaja (Moskva) that of manuscripts with mainly juridical 

and historical texts, and H.MIKLAS (Freiburg) that of other manu

scripts. 

This session was followed by two more sessions (Leningrad 25-30 March 

1985, Sofia 20-23 August 1985; cf. non~T~ K~HHronnebH~~ st), which only 

complicated the problems (4) by discussions of details. Let us hope that 

we can reach some form of agreement in the near future. 83 
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